Sexualized Racism on Amazon

Dec 2020 article with screenshots:

On Kindle Store, A Sea Of Pornographic And Rape Fantasy Books Featuring Hindu Women And Muslim Men

Screenshots from February 16, 2021:
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Shared by the Slaves (Interracial Historical Romance BDSM) (Submitting to the Slave Book 2) Kindle Edition
By Claire Elise

Elizabeth continues to engage in a secret relationship with the Yoruba Slave, Toby, while her law-abiding fiancé suspects nothing. He is only known as Toby around the plantation, but to Elizabeth, he is Bomani—the powerful, sexual, dominant captor of her fantasies.
Weeds have gone by without any sign of the plantation catching on to their secret affair, but when Thomas brings in a new field slave, he threatens to send Bomani at the auction in Charleston only two weeks away. As Bomani and Elizabeth make plans to take precautions, they find that they are not the only ones in the barn, and the one who overhears their plans is willing to keep a secret, so long as they meet his perverted demand...

This is a terrifying, over-the-top, explicit, raunchy, best-selling, true-life story of dominance and submission between a blond white woman, her powerful, romantic, and slave, and a mysterious newcomer to the plantation, involving chains, doggy style, an MMF threesome that will make you yearn for your own. First-time anal, southern plantation slaves, and mind-blowing, double-stuffed orgasms. Intended for mature audiences 18+.
Muslim Housewife becomes a Slut

Indian Muslim woman is dominated by a Hindu stud

Sana khan
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Indian Wife Erotic Tales
Tricked Trapped Hunted
Distressed Mistress-3

Hindu wife becomes night treat for Muslim mafia Don. The Don is amused and she gets USED

By - Sunita Saran
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